
 
 
Minutes of the HCV Joint Committee meeting held on Wednesday 12th December, 

2016 at 7.30pm at The Glebe, Sutton. 
 
 
 
Present:      
 
Alan James (AJ)  - Haddenham 
Margaret Lumb (ML)  - Bluntisham PC 
Lorna Dupre (LD)  - East Cambs DC - Sutton 
Owen Mc Laughlin (OM) - Earith 
Mark Inskip (MI)  - Sutton PC 
Gareth Wilson(PW)  - Haddenham PC 
Penny Mayo (PM)  - Sutton 
Brian Burpitt (BB)  - Earith 
Jeff Nicholls   - Earith PC 
 
 
1. Apologies for Absence  
Christine Ward, Pauline Wilson, Margaret Shardlow 
 
2. Minutes of the Last Meetings on November 3rd 
 
Pending Actions: 

 

 Historical Actions Owner Status 
1 Ask Dr Jeff Buck for current 

pricing relating to 
environmental testing 

AJ AJ had tried to see Jeff Buck but had been unable 
to.  

2 Covenant LD Answer to Hauliers Question not received as yet.  
3 How are CCC monitoring 

pollution  
OM Not done 

4 Publicity Strategy AJ Not done 
5 ClientEarth WO Pending 
6 TRO Signage costs AJ Not done. We ought to talk to Steve Dighton 

now.A14 needs to be considered.  Unclear on how 
many junctions will be affected. 

 Actions from November 
3rd 

Owner Purpose 

7 A14 Diversionary routes LD More information on diversionary routes needed  
8 Meeting with SC ML/AJ Arrange informal meeting to discuss ongoing issues 
9 Talk to Mike Evans  ML/AJ Discuss A14 village protection measures 
10 Briefing for Iain Green OM Contact Iain Green and brief on HCV activities 
11 ECDC NO2 tubes GW Check if they have been removed by Balfour Beatty 
12 CCC 20 mph  MI Wording needs improving in SC draft 

 
Actions Update: 
1. Contact Jeff Buck: -  Carry forward 
2. Covenant: LD said the information had been forwarded. - Completed 
3. Monitoring:  LD said that the Districts are supposed to be doing the monitoring not CCC.  East 

Cambs. are monitoring NOx, others may not have done any. Only active particulate monitoring is 
at Girton interchange by South Cambs. Not sure about the others. AJ added that although the 
districts have the environmental monitoring responsibility CCC have the Public Health 
responsibility. – Carry forward 

4. Publicity Strategy: We should wait until we have something notable to publicise. (Ely bypass) - 
Carry forward. 

5. ClientEarth:  BB not sure if WO has done anything on this, but she has found out you can apply 
for an AQMA with respect to a development. The PC has to apply. – Carry forward. 

6. TRO signage.  Still need to speak to Steve Dighton – Carry forward. 



 
 
7. Diversionary Routes – LD had been chasing this missing information but CCC don’t seem to 

know as yet. ML said that the A428 has been recommended as the principal route – Carry 
forward. 

8. Informal meeting with SC – Completed. 
9. Talk to Mike Evans – ML to ask SC to expedite – Carry forward. 
10. Briefing for Iain Green – OM said he had been invited to a HCV meeting and had agreed to 

attend when possible – Completed. 
11. ECDC NO2 tubes in Haddenham. – Carry forward. 
12. CCC 20mph wording – SC has agreed to amend the text to clarify control measures may be 

added to reduce traffic speed in limit areas. – Completed. 
 
Matters Arising: 
 
PM advised that she was no longer a member of Sutton PC as stated in the minutes. 
  
The Minutes were approved. 
 
3. TRO and Related Issues 
 
20 mph zones   
 
The current wording is not clear enough. 
 
20 mph speed limits may be permitted at sites:  

•  where the mean speed of traffic is 24mph or lower  
• in combination with self-enforcing speed reduction features necessary to achieve a 

mean speed no greater than 24 mph  
 
It should be made clear that speed reduction measures can be introduced as part of a speed 
limit project in order to lower mean speeds to 24 mph and then to apply the 20 mph zone. SC 
has agreed to reword it. 
 
CCC TRO strategy 
 
The HCV members have re-iterated their belief that the case for a TRO should not be 
contingent upon the completion of the Ely bypass.  SC does not agree.  
LD thought that CCC are trying to shift the debate context to the Ely bypass rather than just the 
fact the HCV traffic is already too great. 
 
TRO Zone 
 
The wording on page 44 of the EC Transport Strategy document suggests that there is some 
confusion over the area to be covered by the TRO proposal . CCC seem to think this is 
somehow different from the ‘Diamond’ covered by the Strategic Freight Map. This needs to be 
clarified.  
  
Also action E20 (Page 70) relating to traffic monitoring should be done in the context of the 
enforcement of the Freight Route map. (Action: LD). LD has been invited to address the 
Transport Strategy group. 
 
AJ: The next thing is to talk to Steve Dighton and get the signage costs. Also questions about 
who should apply. (ML can host the meeting).  
 
HCV Covenant:  
This has now been sent out to the PCs. ML has asked Hanson if they intend to sign up and 
request sent to head office. 
(Post-meeting note:  Hanson have indeed signed up). 
 
Ely Rail Improvements:  



 
 
These will not now won’t take place because there is no obvious of additional money available 
to meet the unexpected cost of poor ground conditions. 

 
4. East Cambs Transport Strategy 
 
OM  said that noise reduction measures should also be included. 
AJ said that in the Noise England Act there was a requirement for the government to monitor and 
establish Noise Priority zones arising from traffic noise.  This was completed and maps are 
available. CCC are designated to implement noise mitigating measures in these zones on behalf of 
HMG. There are Priority 1 zones from St. Ives to Huntingdon, on the A142 at Fordham and at Little 
Theford and Stretham on the A10.  CCC has taken no obvious action and is therefore probably 
breaking the law.  In Stretham CCC have worsened the situation by using top-dressing as the road 
surface. 
 
BB though the TRO wording in the strategy was very woolly and vague. 
 
LD though that the purpose of the document is to produce a shopping list of big infrastructure 
that they can bid for rather than looking at simpler more effective measures. 
 
AJ said they do refer to the JSNA report which points up the problem. But maybe they don’t 
understand the health implications and issues. Not sure how we get our point across. The NICE 
report might help.  It references the DEFRA data used in the TRO application to calculate health 
costs and TRO benefits. 
 
BB agreed that the NICE report was useful. It refers to things relevant to the villages such as 
canyon effects etc.  
 
LD commented that this is only the East Cambs. strategy and there will be others. The 
Huntingdon  document is about 18 months behind. 
 
OM though that the accident reduction targets were very ambitious, looking at 40% reductions in 
a 5 year period. But casualty figures seem to be increasing. 
 
ML said this should be on the agenda for the next Road Safety meeting.   
 
5. NICE Air Quality Consultation 
 
OM had been sent details of this consultation by Iain Green. We have until January  25th to 
respond. The consultation process is all online and the HCV Group have been registered as 
Stakeholders. 
 
The draft document makes a number of recommendations on how to decrease the effects of air 
pollution from traffic. The general consensus on the meeting was that this should be seen in a 
wider context. 
 
The meeting agreed that members would send any comments on the draft to BB. 
 
6. BBC Radio Cambridgeshire 
 
BBC Cambridgeshire had contacted OM about a news piece as a follow up to the environmental 
studies in 2012. This interest appears to have been prompted by WO who has spoken to David 
Webster. They have suggested Wednesday 14th as a possible date for a roadside interview with 
a member of the HCV Group. 
 
OM said that they want to do the interview at a location where there is lots of thundering HCV 
traffic but these are not usually ideal locations for interviews. Perhaps we could suggest 
something different. 
 
GW said that he might be able to do an interview in Haddenham on the 14th. 



 
 
AJ said that his wife knows Katie Prickett who works for BBC Radio Cambs. and it might be 
possible to organise an ‘offline’ interview which can be part of a feature. 
 
Action: OM to contact David Webster to discuss. 
 
7. AOB 
 
Traffic Monitoring: 
MI reported that a few weeks ago Sutton had done some traffic monitoring. They had collected 
some interesting data.  The data distinguishes between different kinds of vehicles (Cars, HCVs 
etc.) and can also assess speeds. The PC paid for it and CCC organised it.  It cost just over £1k 
to cover 5 monitoring points for a week. The speeds were sampled at 5mph intervals. They had 
carefully selected the monitoring points and the intention is to build a case for a 20 mph limit. 
 
BB said that he had lots of camera data for Earith going back several years. Can the HCV 
Group access the data that Sutton had collected?  MI couldn’t see why not. They have a 
working party which can be contacted. 
 
Action: MI to talk to Sutton working party. 
 
Traffic Control in Haddenham: 
GW said that their Joint Minor Highways bid for a pedestrian crossing was rejected because it 
was  deemed ‘too dangerous’ at the location requested on Hop Row. They are now thinking of 
traffic lights further up but in a stupid place. Cllr. Bill Hunt is in favour.  
Haddenham PC like the smiley face sign idea (as in Sutton) to slow people down but they have 
been told ‘no’ by Highways Officers  because they claim that it confuses motorists. They can 
have a mobile Speed Indicating Device (SID) but it has to be moveable.  
Haddenham PC have also asked about using repeat road roundels, but regulations do not 
permit 30 mph roundels except at the start of a 30mph limit. 
(MI advised that there were ways round it. – use other land for example) 
 
A14: 
OM had received an email from Margaret Shardlow with some comments on the A14 work in 
progress. 

‘I must say an enormous width of land seems to be necessary and trees cut down where seemingly 
unnecessary at the side of both the B1040 and the 'back ' road from Hilton to Fenstanton via our Village 
Green.  

Also, last Monday Hilton Parish councilors discussed the need for a cycle path to St Ives   and will be 
requesting it . It was not possible to comment due to procedural process but they knew they would be 
required to contribute but it was not realised that a) even a portion of the cost would be exorbitant b) 
where the money would come from and c) all finance through the A14 development was costed years (?) 
ago . Unfortunately Justo was not present at the meeting. I find the lack of background and historic 
knowledge deplorable . Heigh ho . 

Good luck and Happy New Year to yourself and HCV members’. 
  
Regards Margaret  
 

Routeing Agreements: 
District Councils do not put in any planning conditions as to where vehicles can go when 
considering planning applications involving transport.  CCC do but their role as a planning 
authority is limited. At a previous meeting CCC had agreed to request the DCs to put planning 
conditions on all new transport planning applications. But when we chased this up the reply was 
that the officers don’t remember the conversation. AJ has pursued this by sending SC copies of 
meeting extracts from meeting notes which log the discussion and the recording of the agreed 
action. 
GW: A  few years ago they said they can’t enforce routing agreements.  



 
 
AJ: But now they can because all HCV drivers have GPS-enable digital tracking cards. Mick 
George has said they can enforce it and that he has to make records available to councils by 
law. Technology has moved on.  
LD: It is mentioned in the EC plan on page 43.   
AJ: I’ll write to SC to ask if this is the result of our request.  
LD: I’ll attack it from the other direction. 
 
Politicians: 
AJ: I’ve written twice to Haddenham PC and have complained about local politicians claiming 
credit for HCV actions and support for HCV Group.  Cllr. Hunt even claimed to be leading the 
campaign when in fact he has been obstructive. Haddenham ward district councillor Steve 
Cheetham has asked if he can help. He is capable of getting things done.  
 
Next Meeting:  TBA  


